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‘The buyer needs a hundred eyes, the seller not one…George Herbert’

The above quote aptly describes the supremacy of seller over buyer as far as bearing the burden of Indirect 
Taxes is concerned. The issue has a chequered history and is marred by variety of litigations under erstwhile 
laws. With the introduction of Goods and Services Tax (‘GST’) regime and myriad rate changes during last 3 
years therein, the gravity of issue has multiplied. 

Section 64A of the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 (‘SoGA’) is the standalone provision dealing with the issue of 
liability of tax burden on a seller or a buyer in a contract. The primary issue which arises for consideration 
is the person liable to reimburse Indirect Taxes in a situation of imposition, remission and change in taxes. 
This article is an attempt to analyse the applicability of Section 64A on imposition, remission and change 
in taxes under GST regime, judicial precedents under erstwhile laws and issues that remain unattended by 
legislature. 

Interplay of Section 64A and Indi-
rect Tax laws

A transaction of sale and purchase of goods 
or provision of services, is governed by an 
agreement (oral or written). An ideal agreement 
would have an airtight clause clearly placing 
tax burden over one of the parties. On the other 
hand, Indirect Tax laws have goods or services 
as a subject matter and impose tax on activity 
connected thereto. Indirect Tax laws clearly 
permit seller to pass burden of tax to a buyer. 
At the same breadth, all contractual obligations 
including reimbursement of taxes are governed 
by agreement entered into between parties. 

Section 64A of SoGA begins with opening phrase 
‘unless a different intention appears from the 
terms of the contract’. In terms of intendment of 
Section 64A, change in tax needs to be dealt in 
the following manner:

Imposition of or increase in tax: Seller can recover additional tax from buyer
Exemption or decrease in tax: Seller needs to pass on benefit of decreased tax to buyer

The above situations formalize when the parties did not intend otherwise in their agreements. However, if 
there is an agreement to the contrary, the opening phrase is applicable and the tax burden is shifted on the 
party as mutually agreed by the contractual parties. In other words, contracting parties can specifically agree 
that change in tax shall be borne / retained by seller itself.

Controversies
Taxes covered under Section 64A

Section 64A applies to following taxes:

• Duty of customs or excise on goods
• Tax on sale or purchase of goods



Thus, Section 64A applies to customs duty, excise duty and any tax on sale or purchase of goods. The first 
issue which arises for consideration is whether GST is covered within the ambit of Section 64A or not. GST 
is a tax on supply of goods as well as services and covers multiple taxable events in addition to sale or 
purchase of goods. A strict construction of Section 64A restricts its applicability to sale or purchase of goods 
and not to other activities covered under the ambit of ‘supply’. Further, Section 64A not apply to provision of 
services.

However, the ambit of Section 64A came up for consideration under the erstwhile regime whereunder the 
Courts extended it to provision of services as well. In various cases, the disputes relating to imposition of 
Service Tax after entering of agreement came up for consideration before several High Courts. The Courts 
enlarged the scope of Section 64A on the ground that Service Tax is a Value Added Tax and is similar to a 
tax on sale or purchase of goods1. 

While most of the Courts adopted the aforesaid view, 
the Patna High Court deviated from it and took a 
divergent interpretation. The Court held that Section 
64A only covers taxable event relating to goods and 
cannot apply to Service Tax.  

In authors’ opinion, the rationale of applicability of 
64A to levy of Service Tax was sound and merits its 
applicability to GST as well2.

An agreement without tax clause 

The underlying intendment of Section 64A is crystal 
clear. It deals with an increase or decrease in taxes 
after an agreement for sale of goods or provision of 
service is entered and same does not contain a tax 
clause. It states that the buyer bears the increase or 
gets the benefit of reduction in tax. 

This position stands affirmed by the Delhi High Court while dealing with imposition of Service Tax where the 
agreement did not have a tax clause. The Court relied on Section 64A and held that Indirect Tax is a con-
sumption-based tax and the seller can recover the same from the buyer. The Court also relied on Section 
12A and 12B of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (as applicable to Service Tax) to hold that even if the seller does 
not charge tax on invoice, it will be deemed to have passed on the same to the buyer.  

An agreement with tax clause where clause does not factor change in taxes

Where an agreement contains a tax clause without factoring in change in taxes, Section 64A squarely ap-
plies and incidence or benefit of any change is passed on to the buyer’s account. While that so, the opening 
phrase of Section 64A providing ‘unless a different intention appears from the terms of the contract’ applies to 
a situation where tax clause provide for situation otherwise than the general contour of Section 64A. In other 
words, if the agreement puts burden or benefit of change in tax on the seller, the seller only bears or benefits 
out of change in tax. 

Having said that, the jurisprudence evolved in cases concerning agreements having tax clause factoring 
change in tax is fact-specific. In most cases, the Courts failed to apply Section 64A and permitted the seller 
to recover incidence of additional tax from the buyer despite an agreement to and rendered the use of open-
ing phrase in Section 64A redundant.

The Delhi High Court held that newly imposed Service Tax was an Indirect Tax and the same needs to be 
legally borne by the ultimate consumer. The Court candidly ignored tax clause in the agreement. 

1 Meattles Private Limited v. HDFC Bank Limited, 2016 (42) STR 655 (Del.); Pearey Lal Association v. Satya Developers Private Limited, 173 
(2010) DLT 685 & Vallabhai Govarbhai Patel and Ors. v. Parmar Pravinaumar Shankar Lal and Ors., MANU/CF/0011/2016
2 Multi Engineering & Scientific Corporation v. Bihar State Electricity Board, 2015 (39) STR 414 (Pat.)
3 Meattles Private Limited, (Supra at 1)



under which the seller had to bear incidence of all taxes4.  In another case, the Division Bench of Delhi High 
Court was dealing with an agreement where the seller had to bear burden of ‘any other outgoing’. The Court 
held that the seller could pass on burden of additional tax to the buyer5.  

Conclusion 

The concept of ‘anti-profiteering’ under GST law adds feather to confusion as it mandates passing of benefit 
of reduction in rate of GST or availability of Input Tax Credit. The inter-play of this provision with Section 64A 
of SoGA is irreconcilable in an all-inclusive contract where the seller can legally retain benefit of reduction in 
GST.

Having said that, it will be interesting to see the approach of legislature in addressing the issues arising out 
of unattended Section 64A upon advent of GST as also that manner as to how the Courts deal with these 
disputes in times to come. 

4 Pearey Lal Association v. Satya Developers Private Limited, (Supra at 1)
5 Raghubir Saran Charitable Trust v. Puma Sports India Private Limited, 2014 (35) STR 225 (Del.)
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